CLINICAL
RESPECT
Clinical Respect is our health provider promise to deliver excellence in patient care while helping achieve
best value in prescribing. Central to our principles, Fittleworth is an independent, trusted and dedicated
home dispensary for ostomy, urology, continence and wound care products that caters for the individual
and varied needs of patients at a local level.

£

Driving Value for Money

Operating at a Local Level

At the heart of what we do is maintaining
excellence in patient care while helping
you achieve value for money in prescribing.
Central to this is ProVIS - your free patient
management tool that provides complete
visibility to your patients’ dispensing data.

Fittleworth has over 30 Care Centres
nationwide providing a local, personal
service. Having multiple independent care
centres ensures excellent stock availability,
across all major manufacturers, so you and
your patients can rely on us to provide the
products they are prescribed.

Excellence in Patient Care

Acting with Independence

Our home dispensary service is constructed
around the needs of the patient - from
initial prescription to final delivery. Our
experienced in-house specialist nurses are
able to offer support and advice to patients
and healthcare professionals and we ensure
all regulatory requirements are adhered to.

Fittleworth is simply a home delivery service,
which is independent of a manufacturer.
Our independence means we do not amend,
substitute or add anything to a patient’s
prescription unless prior approval has been
received from the health provider responsible.

Delivering our
Prescriber Promise

Compliance with
Regulations

Working closely with clinicians, Fittleworth
promises always to comply with prescriber
instructions and never load prescriptions with
additional accessories or appliances that are
not directly prescribed by you.

Fittleworth complies with all relevant NHS
and industry regulations, so you can be
sure that you are dealing with a reliable
dispensing appliance contractor (DAC).

For more information about any of the topics covered or to register to
receive your free ProVIS report, please contact the Fittleworth team:

ONLINE...
Visit: clinicalrespect.co.uk

EMAIL*...
Your Name, Position,
Hospital and Telephone
Number to
ProVIS@fittleworth.com

PHONE...

POST...

Freephone: 0800 378 413
Telephone: 01903 731 244

Fittleworth, FREEPOST,
Hawthorn Road,
Littlehampton,
West Sussex, BN17 7LT

*Please note: by providing your email address you are confirming consent to be contacted by Fittleworth via email or phone.
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